- Population - 54,000 (2010 Census)
- Over 77 languages spoken
- Extremely diverse in terms of race, ethnicity, and income.
Formerly a hotspot for lake side recreation
Former lake shore
- Opened in 1957
- Designed by Edo Belli
- Operated by Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart until 1988
Modernist style
East Building
Floor plans of the east building
Building dollars go farther with Romany-Spartan ceramic tile

When it comes to wall and floor finishes, consider these Romany-Spartan "plus-values". The most complete range of sizes, colors and textures, plain or embossed, is standard or custom patterns, gives you unlimited latitude in the selection of your decorative theme. All but the extra large units are specially back-machined for exact, low-cost installations. Romany-Spartan tile never needs replacement—stains its fresh, sparkling appearance for a lifetime with minimum care. There's conductive tile too, for serving rooms. And with "Granades", 1-inch squares of ceramic tile securely embedded in an impermeable rubber grid, you get all the advantages of harder ceramic tile on bases that are quiet and easy on the feet. Want information, samples or design help? Call your nearby Romany-Spartan distributor or write United States Ceramic Tile Company, Department FP-54, Canton 1, Ohio.

Hospital interior
Bottom lit hospital chapel
Sky bridge
Frequent flooding of park
Current community gardens
Recent development proposal

High rise proposal to be funded via TIF

Project currently on hold
Alternative development proposals
Charrette

char·rette

/SHəˈret/  

Noun  

Intensive planning session where people from various backgrounds collaborate on a vision for development. Provides a forum for ideas and offers immediate feedback to the designers.
Task

- Utilize the Charrette process
- Develop a site plan for the Cuneo Hospital
- Assume TIF and Zoning laws favor development projects